Press release: London Design Festival
Rug designer & Colour Expert Sonya Winner launches 2 new designs:
Kaleidoscope Rug
Hand woven in
New Zealand Wool
by aritisanal
GoodWeave
weavers
Priced from:
£1,015
€1320
$1520

Kaleidoscope Rug
The Kaleidoscope Rug is a complex array of vibrant colours that are layered upon one another to create a modern
and spirited piece of floor art. Inspired by the exciting uncertainty of looking through a kaleidoscope, this piece has
been specifically crafted to create a vivid intensity through its exploration of colour and light. The playful interaction
of colour has allowed for a vibrant rug that can liven a quiet space or complement a colourful setting. By weaving
the variable pile heights and hand carving the rug, the texture and effect of the Kaleidoscope rug injects a splash of
vibrancy into any room.

Magic Stepping
Stones Runner
Hand woven in
New Zealand
Wool by
aritisanal
GoodWeave
weavers
Priced from:
£920
€1320
$1380

Magic Stepping Stones Runner
Highly interactive and visually striking, the design
celebrates the power of colour in transforming
homes.
The Magic Stepping Stones irregular shape and
unusual composition introduced through varying
pile heights and intricate hand carving break traditional design boundaries. This is an adventurous
and transformational design that injects vibrancy
into any hallway, creating a link between
indoor and outdoor space whilst maintaining a
contemporary and modern feel. 20 dyed wool
colours make the floor quiver and vibrate.

Sonya’s latest vibrant contemporary rugs will be on display in room settings at her North London showroom/design
studio. There will be an event on 14th September from 10am - 6pm where you can meet Sonya will be discussing
“How to Using Colour to Charge your Space” and also sample British cheese and wine along side vibrant
contemporary rugs, ceramics, handblown glass and Jewelry.
Showroom hours 10am-6pm Monday to Friday and during LDF on Saturdays. High res cutout and insitu images
are immediately available further information, please contact: Cristina at enquiry@sonyawinner.com
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